Call for papers

- JOURNAL RESEARCH ARTICLES

“Syzetesis – Rivista di Filosofia” is a yearly open-access journal of philosophy and history of philosophy. It favours a theoretical and historical approach to philosophy, publishing research articles, special issues, critical discussions, and timely book reviews concerning philosophy, including the Philosophy of mind, Ethics, Political philosophy, Philosophy of logic, History of philosophy (from Classical Antiquity to the Present).

Syzetesis invites authors to submit their research articles. We welcome articles in each current philosophical field and approach, with particular attention to a consistent and rigorous treatment of the topic.

Syzetesis accepts articles, essays, and reviews in Italian, English, French, German and Spanish. All contributions (except reviews) are submitted anonymously to at least two reviewers before publication. Submitted papers must be prepared for blind review, omitting self-identifying information. Personal information (title, name, academic affiliation and email contact address) should be placed in a separate cover sheet. Interested scholars can find further information for instance on the length of their own contribution here.

The evaluation process will take place once per year after the following scheduled deadline: January 31 of each year.

Authors may send their contribution in doc/docx format by January 31, 2022 to the following email address: syzetesis@gmail.com.
SPECIAL ISSUE

Special Issue on *Philosophy and Economics*

Editor: Guido Baggio (Roma Tre University)

The 2022 issue of *Syzetesis* will host a symposium on the theme of *Philosophy and Economics*, exploring the many ways in which philosophical reflection has contributed to economic theorization. In particular, the symposium is interested in gathering contributions exploring the different perspectives, both theoretical and historical on the strict connatural relationship between philosophy and economics, as, for example, in heterodox economics, social ontology, or in the relationship between language and economics, or ideology and economics.

For further information, scholars can write to guidobaggio@uniroma3.it.

We invite authors to submit their research article concerning the relation between *Philosophy and Economics* by **January 31, 2022**.

Submitted papers must be prepared for blind review, omitting self-identifying information. Personal information (title, name, academic affiliation and email contact address) should be placed in a separate cover sheet. Authors may send their contribution in doc/docx format by **January 31, 2022** to the following email address: syzetesis@gmail.com.

*Syzetesis’* editorial board will be very grateful to those researchers and scholars that will propose papers and contribute to this project for their tangible and crucial support.